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This Badge is free for Girlguiding Cheshire Forest 

(Cost for member outside Cheshire Forest - £1.50) 

 



Challenges and Activities 

There are Seven different areas to make a RAINBOW 

R – Rainy days 

A – Arts and Crafts 

I – Indoors 

N – Nature 

B – Boredom Busters 

O – Outside 

W – Word games 

Each section will need to complete the following to gain this badge 

Rainbows – one from each   

Brownies – one from each and 1 extra challenge 

Guides – one from each and 2 extra challenges 

Rangers, Leaders and Trefoil Guild – one from each and 3 extra challenges 

Some of the activities will cover UMAs, Skill builders and badges for your section, please check 

when doing the challenges.  

Some will require risk assessments, please ensure that you do a risk assessment relevant to 

where the activity is going to take place i.e. indoors, outside or on Zoom. 

Please ensure you have evidence of each challenge where possible. We would love to see 

some of the challenges you do, please send photos to programme@cheshireforest.org.uk 

Leaders you can either email, print copies of this booklet or choose a selection for your 
packs/units to do, it is up to you. (If your unit is doing Zoom or any other facetime 
connections, you could do some of these challenges as a whole unit) Some challenges fit into 
the section programme 

Please let us know the number of badges you would like by the 15th December (NB. no orders 
will be taken after this date) and will be available in January 2021. The badge form is at the 
back of this booklet. NB. There is no charge for this badge for Cheshire Forest (cost outside 
Cheshire Forest is £1.50) 

mailto:programme@cheshireforest.org.uk


Rainy days 

❖ Create a dance routine/song with a friend you could use props (e.g. 

umbrella, wellies) whilst you FaceTime/zoom etc with them 

❖ With your unit sing, “singing in the rain” on Zoom or any other group 

connection (mute everyone or sing in rounds if doing on Zoom) 

❖ Make a water filter – See back Page 

❖ Go for a walk in the rain and splash in some Puddles  

❖ Make a rain gauge - See back Page 

❖ Make a tiny boat and float it on a puddle 

❖ Take a photo of raindrops on a window or outside on plants 

 
 

 

 



Arts and crafts 

❖ Make a toilet roll super-hero 

❖ Make a junk outfit for one of your soft toys 

❖ Learn to plait, weave, knit or crochet 

❖ Design a pattern for a face mask, if possible, make it 

❖ Design a medal for the NHS, Tom Moore, etc 

❖ Create a sock puppet that represents a key worker. 

❖ Learn the art of Origami – Try this website https://origami.me/diagrams/ 

❖ Make a Rainbow picture – you could use: paint, coloured paper and glue, 

felt pens or use something unusual e.g. fruit loops or coloured pasta etc 

❖ Artistic Antics – family or group activity 

Find a large piece of paper and get out coloured pencils, crayons, or 

markers. The first player begins by drawing a line, circle, or other piece of a 

picture. Each player adds to it. Keep having players add to the picture until 

everyone has a turn or all the players have had a predetermined number 

of turns. Are you all the next artists of the year?

  

 

 

https://origami.me/diagrams/


 

Indoors 

❖ Build a tent, fort, castle or any building you can, using different things e.g. 

building blocks, empty cardboard, plastic containers, toilet roll, paper towel, 

cardboard tubes, blankets or pillows. (sleep in it if you can) 

❖ Sleep in a different room. (with parental permission) 

❖ Indoor Bowling  

Collect ten empty plastic water bottles and fill them part way with water for 

stability, arrange them the way bowling pins are usually set up, make a 

starting line, try to knock all the pins down with a small ball or bean bag, 

score a point for every pin knocked down. 

❖ Make a treasure hunt for your family or friends  

Write clues on small folded slips of paper.  

Each clue leads to the next place with the next  

clue. (you could even set challenges at each  

place, easy ones or hard ones) 

❖ Make a “guess the sound games” for family and friends 

Blindfold players and have them guess the item from the sound it makes. 

Some ideas: hit the side of a glass with a spoon,  staple a piece of paper, 

shake a bottle with sweets in, tear a piece of paper, rub your fingers along 

the teeth of a comb or bang blocks together. 

❖ A scavenger hunt - to find one item for each letter - Cheshire Forest 

 

❖ Cook or help cook a meal for your family 

 

 



 
❖ Cook a microwave mug cake e.g. Jaffa Cake Mug 

Pudding (don’t forget to check for risk of accidents before 

you start)        

Ingredients       
       

1. 2 tbsp marmalade plus extra to finish       

2. 2tbsp Nutella or something similar, plus 
extra to finish       

3. 3tbsp vegetable oil       

4. 3tbsp milk       

5. 1 egg       

6. 2tbsp honey or sugar       

7. 4tbsp self-raising flour       
       

Recipe       

1. Measure marmalade and nutella into mug - microwave 45 seconds       

2. Stir in oil and milk leave to cool approx 1 minute       

3. Add egg - beat well, honey or sugar, then flour       

4. Microwave for 90 seconds - it will rise quite a bit then deflates       

5. Top with marmalade and nutella microwave 30 seconds       

6. Stand for one to two minutes  

      
❖ Make a non-cooked cake (i.e. crispy cake) 

❖ Make a Touchy - Feely game for family and friends 

Blindfold players and have them guess the item from touching, smelling 

and feeling them. Some ideas: cooked/uncooked rice or spaghetti, seeds, 

a piece of fruit, a toy, jelly, yoghurt, feathers, cereal, real or fake flowers. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

Nature 

❖ Make a trefoil from natural objects 

❖ Gather 7 natural object and play Kim’s Game 

❖ Make a mud cake (but don’t eat it) 

❖ Do a bark rubbing 

❖ Lay and follow a trail (Idea sheet at the back) 

❖ Make a plate garden 

❖ Make a picture from natural materials 

❖ Sit outside for 20 mins max and note what you see and 

hear 

 



 

 

 

 

❖ Fill in the kindness chart (see end of booklet) 

❖ Mindfulness - breathing and relaxation techniques are                                          

a key part; when we breathe slowly, deeply and                                                  

relax we send a message to our brain that we are calm and safe. Try at least 2 

or all of the following - if you do all 5 this counts as 2 challenges (instructions 

for both are at the back of booklet for 4 for the techniques) 

Mindful technique 1 - Relax 

Mindful technique 2 - Make a magic wand  

Mindful technique 3 – Take 5  

Mindful technique 4 – Bubbles 

Mindful technique 5 - Colour (or doodle)  
Use paper, pens, colour pencils etc (there are pictures at the back of this 

booklet or download mindful colouring pages) – You can also try doodling 

your own designs on paper. To help promote mindfulness as you go, put on 

some creative or relaxing music to help you get into the right headspace.  

❖ Create a piece of art/write a poem or story that expresses how you feel right 

now (and talk it through with an adult) 

❖ Create a quick funny video e.g. make a face using fruit and make a funny video 

with it; create a lockdown version of your favourite tv show. 

❖ Make a memory box of happy things/memories 

❖ Create your own challenge which will push you out of your comfort zone. 

 



 

Outside 
❖ Go on a bike ride, make a map of where you have 

been 

❖ Have a go at star - gazing!  

❖ Go outside one evening and enjoy a Glow-stick or 

torch walk (take an adult with you)  

❖ Put up a tent and stay in it for the night (but not on 

your own) 

❖ Make a sundial – see the Met office  
https://www.metoffice.gov.uk/weather/learn-about/met-office-for-

schools/other-content/other-resources/experiments/sundial 

❖ Make and fly a kite – see National Trust 
https://nt.global.ssl.fastly.net/documents/make-a-kite.pdf 

❖ Make a bug hotel -  for ideas see Woodland Trust 
https://www.woodlandtrust.org.uk/blog/2019/09/how-to-build-a-bug-

hotel/    

❖ Go on a walk and identify 5 trees or plants 

❖ Flip a coin walk (at each junction flip a coin, if heads go 

left, if tails go right) 

❖ Cloud spotting – can you make a picture out of a 

cloud e.g some clouds look like animals 

❖ Cloud catching – take a photo trying to catch a cloud 

           

https://www.metoffice.gov.uk/weather/learn-about/met-office-for-schools/other-content/other-resources/experiments/sundial
https://www.metoffice.gov.uk/weather/learn-about/met-office-for-schools/other-content/other-resources/experiments/sundial
https://nt.global.ssl.fastly.net/documents/make-a-kite.pdf
https://www.woodlandtrust.org.uk/blog/2019/09/how-to-build-a-bug-hotel/
https://www.woodlandtrust.org.uk/blog/2019/09/how-to-build-a-bug-hotel/


 
❖ Relevant – choose one word at a time, find as many different words as you 

can until you come back to the same word e.g. cake - flour - flower – yellow – 

brown – chocolate – cake. 

❖ How many words (min of 3 letter words) can you find in:  

Cheshire Forest  

❖ Dot Boxes - A pencil and paper game for two players. Draw a grid of 6 x 6 (or 

larger) dots. Players take turns adding a single horizontal or vertical line 

between two un-joined adjacent dots. The player who completes the fourth 

side of a 1×1 box earns one point and gets another turn. Players write their 

initials in the boxes to indicate who completed each. Dot Boxes ends when 

there are no more lines that can be placed. The winner is the player with the 

most boxes completed. 

❖ Play a virtual game of Bench Game. (3 or more players, each player takes on a 
different character) 
Player 1 speaks to player 2 They talk to each other as though sitting on a park 
bench passing the time of day. Player 3 introduces themselves and player 1 
‘exits’ the conversation, so that there are only two people on the bench at a 
time. Play continues until each person has had a turn if only 3 have a go 
again. 
 

❖ Change the letter (can be done alone or with a few players) start with a short 

word, then change one letter at a time to make another word, see how many 

words you can make - e.g. Cake - Hake - Bake - Bale - Bald etc 

❖ Noughts and crosses - To begin playing, draw a grid of two horizontal lines 

dissecting two vertical lines. Players take turns choosing a box and placing 



either the letter 0 or the letter X to mark their box. The goal of the game is to 

fill in three marks in a row or block your opponent from doing so. 

❖ Word Whiz - A dictionary game, word whiz can be played indefinitely. Provide 

each player with a piece of paper and a pen or pencil, choose a word from 

the dictionary, the meaning of which they believe the other players do not 

know. Read the word aloud and spell them if necessary. The other players 

write down what they believe the word means. All the definitions are read, 

and the players vote for which one they think is correct. The player receives a 

point if their definition is chosen, the real definition is then read, if anyone 

has the correct definition, they win a point. The player with the most points 

at the end of a set number of rounds wins the game. 

❖ Categories - to begin, choose between five and ten categories and write them 

across the top of a piece of paper. Some suggestions are: birds, animals, 

countries, a ball game, television shows, things with wheels, famous singers or 

bands, vegetables or fruit. 
 

 The first player chooses any random letter of the alphabet. All the players 

have one minute to come up with something for each category listed that 

begins with that letter. At the end of each round the scores are totalled. 

However, you only get a point if no one else came up with the same thing or 

name. The more obscure the words chosen for each category usually earn the 

most points. 

  



RAIN 
Make a water filter - Water is vital for survival, but it can be hard to find in the wild and 

when you do, it’s often dirty. But some everyday items can be surprisingly good for making it 
cleaner... 
 
What you will need 

• An outside space 

• At least 1 plastic bottle (any size) 

• A pair of scissors   • Elastic bands 

• Some dirty water (water mixed with soil) 

 
What to do 

1. Your challenge is to make your dirty water as clean as possible using your plastic bottle 
and the filter items. 

2. You can filter your water as many times as you want and use as many different 
materials as you like. You have ten minutes. 

3. Cut the empty bottle in half across the middle – see the picture on the front of this card. 

4. To make a filter, take the lid off the top half of the bottle and turn it upside down.  

5. Take the top half of the bottle and attach whatever you want to use as a filter to the 
large open end with an elastic band. Be careful – the edges you have cut will be sharp. 

6. If you want to try using a loose filter like gravel,  
line the bottle with some kitchen roll to stop it  
falling through. 

7. Now, place your filter bottle over the leftover  
bottle base and slowly pour the dirty water  
through. You may have to wait a while for the  
water to get through some of the filters. 

8. Try it again with different filter materials. 

9. What was the best filter overall and why do you 
think this was? What other materials could you                                                                           
use? 

10. Would you drink the water you have just filtered? 

11. Even when you’ve filtered your water in the wild, the only way of making sure it’s really 
safe to drink is to build a fire and boil it for a while. 

 

Some materials you can experiment 
with as filters, such as: 
• Old clean tights • Torn-up old T-shirt 

• Sponge  • Old clean socks 

• Gravel  • Kitchen towel 

 

 



Make a Rain Gauge - Measuring the rain in the UK can be very  

rewarding - at least you won't have to wait too long to get a result!  
 

You will need: 

• Plastic bottle with straight sides 

• Permanent marker 

• Ruler 

Method: 

• Cut the top off the plastic bottle and turn it upside down in the  

bottle so that it acts as a funnel. 

• Most bottles have an uneven base so fill the base of the bottle  

with some small stones a little water to weight it down and  

provide a level to measure from. 

• Mark the top of the water level with permanent marker (see photo).  

• From this mark, mark the bottle at one-centimetre intervals.  

• Place your gauge outside. Digging a small hole will keep it upright and protected  

from wind.  

 
You can then read off the amount of rain collected in a day 

  

 



  

 



Mindful Techniques  

• 1) Relax - with mindful breathing for five to ten minutes 

When doing this activity your mind is likely to wander. This is not a 

problem, and in fact, it is very natural. Remember the thought and silently 

say “thinking” or “wandering” and then re-direct your attention back to 

focusing on your breathing, in silence.  

 

I. Choose a relaxed and comfortable spot/position – sitting on a chair 

or on a cushion on the floor, or even lying on your back, let your 

arms and hands relax comfortably.  
 

II. Close your eyes if you wish (if not, drop your gaze) and relax your 

body. Mentally scan your body from head to toe and consciously 

relax any tension. Notice how your body feels where you are; take a 

moment to notice any sounds in the distance and the temperature 

of the room. 
 

III. Become aware of your breath – notice the sensation of your breath 

going in and out. You do not need to take long or short breathes, 

just breath naturally. As you breathe, be aware of the rise and fall of 

your chest and abdomen. Pay attention to the sensations as you 

breathe out and in. Follow the breath through its full duration. 

Notice that it happens naturally, with no conscious effort – some 

slow, some fast, some shallow, some deep. 

 

IV. Scan your body again before you finish take note of your whole 

body and the sensations you are feeling.  

  



• 2) Make a magic wand  
What you’ll need: 
 

A cardboard tube 
Some lightweight streamers, ribbons or feathers 
Glue or sticky tape 
Paints or other decorations of your choice 

 

What to do: 
 

I. Cut a small strip, about an inch thick, off the top of the cardboard 
tube.  
 

II. Stick this strip to the end of the tube in the shape of an arch, to 
make the tip of your wand. 
 

III. Attach your ribbons, streamers or feathers around the arch, paint 
and decorate the handle of your wand, however you like.  

  

How to use your wand 
 

❖ Breathe slowly and deeply through the arch of the wand, and focus 
on how your breath moves the ribbons, streamers or feathers. 

 

❖ Now put a hand on your belly and feel the way it goes up and down 
in time with the wand as you breathe.  

 

❖ Then do some star jumps and notice how your breath feels now. 
 

❖ Our breathing also changes in response to our emotions – for 
example, we breathe faster when we’re scared or anxious, and 
slower and deeper when relaxed. 

 

Why not use your breathing wand whenever you feel a difficult emotion to help 
you to remember to slow your breath and calm down. 

  

 



• 3) Take 5 
 

 Place your hand out in front of you, with your fingers outstretched. 
Put your index finger of the other hand at the base of your thumb. 

 Breathe in slowly through your nose and as you do slide your finger 
up to the top of your thumb. 

 Breathe out through your mouth and slide your finger down the 
inside of your thumb. 

 Continue breathing in and out until you trace around your whole 
hand. 

 

• 4) Bubbles 
 

What you need – Bubble wand large or small or make a loop from a 
pipe cleaner, straw etc and some bubble solution 

➢ Take a deep breath and slowly blow out as many bubbles as you can. 

➢ Watch the bubbles float and burst – imagine these are thoughts 
leaving your head and bursting into nothing. 

➢ When they have all popped, blow another set. Do this 3 times. 



 



 



 



   



 



Badge Order Form 

 

Please send form to Mandy Wood – 10 Beechfield, Moulton, Northwich, Cheshire CW9 8PF   

Tel no. 07841715151     email: programme@cheshireforest.org.uk 

Unit                                                                                                

District 

Division 

Contact Details (please print clearly) 

Name                                                                                                Membership No. 

Address 

 

 

 

Postcode 

Email (please print) 

Number of badges (for Cheshire Forest) =  

Number of badges (outside Cheshire Forest): no.             x £1.50 = £  
Please make cheques out to Cheshire Forest Guiding and Development 

mailto:programme@cheshireforest.org.uk


  



 


